
LECTU
RE 14: M

ore on Probability Current, Expectation Values 
                       and O

perators   
                                           
      Goals of the lecture:  Com

plete the background knowledge
                                          necessary to solve 1-D

 problem
s

      W
hat I expect you to learn: 

                                                -W
hat is a H

erm
itian O

perator
                                                - W

hat is a com
m

utator
                                                -W

hat is Ehrenfest's theorem
 (link

                                                  between Q
M

 and classical m
ech.)

                                                    
               (Roughly corresponds to sections 3.1 to 3.4 of  textbook)                       
      
                               
       
   



















O
PERA

TO
RS (a look forward cont.)

-In quantum
 m

echanics, we associate an operator to a physical
  quantity (this operator is linear and H

erm
itian)

-The values we can observe and eigenvalues of that operator. The
  values are real since the operator is H

erm
itian

W
e will see that an energy m

easurem
ent for the infinite well

problem
 will yield an energy eigenvalue and will put the system

 in an energy 
eigenstate (an eigenvector of the H

am
iltonian operator) 







M
id-Term

 Exam
 Inform

ation

W
ill be on W

ednesday O
ct 25th at 11:00 in class 

W
ill cover everything we have seen up until now

In the textbook, this corresponds to sections 1.0 to 3.4

The problem
 sets represent  good exam

ples of what could be
exam

 questions.  The exam
ples done in the notes or on the

blackboard too.

I will provide a list of form
ulas (integration form

ulas, trigonom
etry,

                                                     com
plex plane relations etc.)

You are allowed an non-program
m

able calculator



Practice M
idterm

 (will post solutions next week):

Q
1: D

escribe the the experim
ent perform

ed by D
avisson and Germ

er
       and the results they obtained. Explain qualitatively why this
       dem

onstrated that electrons exhibited wave-like behaviour

Q
2:U

sing the Bohr M
odel, calculate the energy levels of a system

       consisting of the bound state of two quarks (elem
entary 

       particles) with the sam
e m

ass and interacting via the 
       potential V(r) = kr (k is a constant)

Q
3: A

 wave function is given by:
        Find A

 and find φ(p)

Q
4: U

sing  




